1. Blooming Prairie Farm Radio Inc., KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5, reserves the right to modify the details
of any contest at any time. Some contests may have additional rules, requirements and include multiple
qualifications to win which may, or may not, be pre-disclosed.
2. Each contestant must present a valid ID and may be required to sign a release form before any prize is
awarded. Contestants may be required to present a valid Social Security number for the purpose of taxes,
for which the winner is solely responsible. An IRS Form 1099 may be filed and issued on prize value
exceeding $600. Contestants will be responsible for all applicable title and registration fees, any taxes
including, but not limited to, state, local and federal income tax.
3. Contests are generally open to persons at least 18 years of age who are legal residents of the United
States of America. Prizes that require a minimum legal age to use or consume prize, will only be open to
those of that minimum age at the time contest is conducted.
4. Employees of Blooming Prairie Farm Radio Inc, related sponsors, advertising agencies, employees of
any radio, TV station or newspaper, within the coverage area of KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5, and their
immediate families are not eligible to win. The term “immediate families” includes spouses, grandparents,
parents, siblings, children, step-children and grandchildren.
5. There is no purchase necessary to enter or win any contest.
6. Whether a contestant or prize winner, you acknowledge that “KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5” has the
right to, into perpetuity and without further authorization, publicize and use contestant’s name, character,
likeness, photograph and voice for promotional purposes without financial remuneration.
7. There will be no substitution of prizes. Failure to collect prize within 30 days constitutes forfeiture of the
prize. If forfeited, prize remains the property of “KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5”. Another winner for said
prize will be at the sole discretion of the radio station and its sponsors. KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5 will
not be responsible for lost mail.
8. The decision of KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5 management in the interpretation of these rules is final.
By participating you agree to be bound by the decisions of the judges and the official rules.
9. If winner is found in violation of any rule, or determined to have not fully disclosed any conflict with
rules, or has advantaged themselves through illegal activities or obtaining information to create an
advantage, they will forfeit prize.
10. Contestants entering or participating via the KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5 Facebook page agree to
release Facebook of any liability or further claims. Participants acknowledge that any contest is in no way
sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, Facebook. Foregoing comments, likes and
shares, which contain your profile information, other data collected by KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5 for
entry or awarding of price will not be released to Facebook or other third parties.
11. KNXR Radio/Minnesota 97.5 is not responsible from any liabilities arising directly or indirectly from the
award or use of any prize.
12. A Listener can win only once per major contest or once per 30 days, whichever period is greater. Only
one winner is allowed per household, per address.
13. For questions on any rules, contests or promotions, please call (507) 285-5697

